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The best of the best is on line!!!

This web portal dedicated to marketing and all the SEO techniques offers the opportunity 'to
monitor and optimize your work on the web ..

.. And on all search engines, where we were able to bring the sites that have requested our
collaboration on the first page of Google with the keys in the industry.

The first reference that is binding on every web agency worthy of the name and 'to lead by
example and to be itself to excel on the search engines, as you might think to one that promises
to put you on the first page of Google if it not the same stands on its competition ..??

Hence our references.: SEO WEB INTERNET MARKETING, our portal can be found on the first
page of Google talian serp with the key "internet marketing" (658 Million Competitors) and with
"seo marketing" (387 Millions of competitors) and with " free marketing "(145 Million
competitors) again with" marketing freeware "(20 Millions of competitors) and with" the best of
marketing "(6 million competitors) and many other key industry that allow us to excel along with
the Web Agency more 'established in Italy, this is' the main guarantee that you are on a serious
site and you can rely on.

The latest example of the validity 'of our work and' given by 2 sites, optimized, indexed and
ranked at the top of Google with all the keys in the sector who are materassocomodo.it and
casaarredostudio.it in a year starting from today 0 one of the best reality 'of E-Commerce in
their sector with a turnover over 100 thousand Euros per month ..

In addition to this we offer a broad overview of the many possible solutions to advertise your
jobs on the network. In particular, we fill a void that existed on the web ... you'll also come
across you in so many lists of search engines and directories, but we are sure will be the
surprise was great when you have clicked on the various sites on the list, normally .. more than
50% or is it a dead link (abandoned by their owners), or even the page has ceased to exist, ..
well, on this portal we have summarized our experience of over 10 years of sailing entering all
the resources which permit the visibility on the internet and each of them, and 'constantly
updated and monitored, we would like to say that we offer a professional service not simple
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lists; particularly valuable draw your attention to the list of optimized engines and directories that
offer free by subscribing to the site, This is a list created in a long time (about 10 years) and
therefore difficult to beat in the network, monitor it, control it and optimize it and 'cost months
and months of uninterrupted work, but we are proud of the quality achieved. At the time of
writing this review we have over 3,800 extensions in our data-base and optimized our list of
search engines and directories has about 1,700 links, to give special consideration for the
explosion came after Facebook, the list of all the major social networks (approx 130 links) very
important for the on-line visibility and again, blogs, forums, charts, etc. .. etc.. . Recall that on
our portal all resources are updated and checked regularly, are also indexed in strict
alphabetical order according to their own domain, with a small review and the respective page
rank ... we have done a big job, but we will be gratified to know be able to help all webmasters
like us fans of the network, and remember, the work always pays off, with a little 'patience, the
results will come and they will be important ... We can bring our experience by saying that using
all the resources that we have selected on our portal ca 5 months you can reach approximately
100,000 backlinks and page rank 3 on a ca 15,000 unique hits per month .... We have also
provided 3 different services, on 1 plans to take advantage of all the free resources by
subscribing to the portal, the 2nd with a few Euros we send to your email lists in. Htm (such as a
page web) can be easily customized with a text editor like Front Page, and 3rd, if you do not
have time to waste we take responsibility to do the job for you at a competitive price ... definitely
hope to be useful to more and more webmasters and Internet users will hope you enjoy
browsing with the best of the best.
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